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Abstract
We identify classical string solutions which directly give the clas-
sical part of the strong coupling pomeron intercept. The relevant
solution is a close cousin of the GKP folded string, which is not sur-
prising given the known relation with twist-2 operators. Our methods
are applicable, however, also for nonzero conformal spin where we do
not have a clear link with anomalous dimensions of a concrete class
of operators. We analyze the BFKL folded string from the algebraic
curve perspective and investigate its possible particle content.
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1 Introduction
The understanding of high energy scattering in gauge theories is both very
important and interesting. Of particular interest is the specific case of the
Regge limit, namely the limit of high energy and fixed momentum transfer.
The relevant dynamics in QCD depends on the magnitude of the momentum
transfer in comparision with ΛQCD. When it is small, we are dealing with
the physics of the ‘soft pomeron’ which is nonperturbative and still remains
mysterious from the theoretical point of view. When the momentum transfer
is large enough (but fixed), perturbative computations are applicable and the
description is in terms of the ‘hard pomeron:’ the BFKL pomeron [1]. This
regime is relevant for applications to Deep Inelastic Scattering processes.
The BFKL pomeron leads to power law behaviour of scattering ampli-
tudes with energy sj, where j is the pomeron intercept. Its value depends on
quantum numbers of the particular state of the pomeron being exchanged.
In the Regge limit, there is a clear separation between the longitudinal plane
defined by the collision and the transverse plane. The chief characteristic
of the BFKL equation is its invariance under the sl(2,C) symmetry group
of the transverse plane. Therefore the intercept is always a function of the
relevant principal continuous series representation of sl(2,C) parametrized
by1
h =
1 + n
2
+ iν h˜ =
1− n
2
+ iν (1)
Currently, the BFKL pomeron intercept is known at leading and next-to-
leading order both in QCD and in N = 4 SYM [2]. In fact at leading order
the results exactly coincide in the two theories. At NLO level, differences
appear but still there are many similarities in the structure of the expressions,
hence insight into the properties of the BFKL pomeron in N = 4 SYM at
any coupling would be also significant for QCD physics.
The reason why it is interesting to study the BFKL pomeron in N = 4
SYM is that due to the AdS/CFT correspondence we can access nonper-
turbative strong coupling physics. In particular, now we know the BFKL
pomeron properties at strong coupling, where the intercept starts off at 2 [3]
(corresponding to graviton exchange in the dual picture) and decreases as we
lower the coupling [4, 5, 6]. Even more so, using the methods of integrability
in the AdS/CFT correspondence, we may hope to obtain an exact expression
for the intercept valid at any coupling which interpolates between the known
LO and NLO BFKL and the strong coupling behaviour. However, we are
still away from realizing this goal.
1In case of compound states of more than two reggeized gluons, additional discrete
quantum numbers will appear.
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Currently the dominant approach in tackling the problem of the BFKL
pomeron using integrability is to employ a relation between the analytical
continuation of the anomalous dimensions of twist-2 operators and the BFKL
intercept. This relation has been initially used to derive constraints on the
higher loop anomalous dimensions [7, 8, 9] and to show the neccessity of
wrapping corrections. However now, as our knowledge of the anomalous
dimensions is much more complete, it has been exploited in the opposite
direction to gain knowledge about the strong coupling BFKL intercept [5, 6].
The drawback of this way of approach is that we are led to study the analytical
continuation of the anomalous dimensions at nonphysical values of the spin.
This poses significant challenges for the current exact formulations of the
N = 4 SYM spectral problem which typically provide just numerical values
(in case of generic coupling) of the anomalous dimensions for integer spin.
However, some work in this direction has already been carried out [10].
In this paper we would like to adopt a different, more direct approach,
where we would like to identify string configurations relevant for BFKL with-
out assuming a priori any analytical continuation properties. This is espe-
cially interesting in view of a more general situation, e.g. with nonzero val-
ues of the conformal spin, where we lack a clear picture of what would be
the relevant class of analytically continued operators. Similarly, apart from
the BFKL pomeron, in perturbative gauge theory there is a whole range of
compound states of more than two reggeized gluons which also give contri-
butions to scattering amplitudes. It is not known what would be their be-
haviour/counterparts at strong coupling. We hope that the direct approach
advocated in this paper might shed some light on these issues.
In this paper we will restrict ourselves to the strong coupling regime. Let
us first review the setting of the spectral problem in this context.
The spectral problem amounts to expressing the energy (equivalently, the
dimension) as a function of all other conserved charges of the theory, i.e. two
spins and three R-charges, and other quantum numbers labelling different
states with the same conserved charges. At strong coupling, an important
class of states corresponds to classical spinning string solutions in AdS5×S5.
These solutions have all conserved charges proportional to
√
λ and a specific
solution to the equations of motion of the AdS5 × S5 σ-model leads to an
explicit relation
E√
λ
= F
(
S1√
λ
,
S2√
λ
;
J1√
λ
,
J2√
λ
,
J3√
λ
)
(2)
We would like to adopt the same philosophy and find string configura-
tions which would similarly provide a relation between the strong coupling
intercept and the relevant quantum numbers. Again, in the classical limit
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we will consider the case that all the quantum numbers scale like
√
λ, hence
we are looking for a relation of the form
j√
λ
= F˜
(
ν√
λ
,
n√
λ
, . . .
)
(3)
This relation should follow from exhibiting a specific solution to the equations
of motion of the AdS5 × S5 σ-model.
One of the goals of the present paper is to identify these solutions and to
analyze them from the point of view of integrability of strings in AdS5× S5.
Hence we will identify the properties of the corresponding algebraic curve.
In particular we would like to analyze the particle interpretation of these
solutions. In this paper we will restrict ourselves to the case of zero conformal
spin, in order to have a direct counterpart of the more standard link with
twist-2 operators. However our methods are straightforward to apply for the
general case of nonzero conformal spin going beyond the twist-2 sector (using
e.g. analogs of classical solutions in [11]).
The plan of this paper is as follows. In the next two sections we will re-
view some basic facts about weak and strong coupling BFKL and the identi-
fication of the pomeron quantum numbers within the complexified conformal
group. Then we will move on to describe the relevant classical string solution
and, after reviewing for completeness the particle interpretation of algebraic
curve constructions, we will analyze this solution within the algebraic curve
framework. We close the paper with a summary and outlook.
2 Scattering in the Regge limit and BFKL
solution
As stated in the introduction, the BFKL intercept is expressed as a function
of the sl(2,C) representations
h =
1 + n
2
+ iν h˜ =
1− n
2
+ iν (4)
where n is an integer and ν is a continuous real parameter.
Often it is convenient to consider the case of vanishing conformal spin
n = 0 and then use the notation γ = h = h˜ = 1
2
+ iν. At weak coupling, we
know the first two terms in the expression for the intercept:
j = 1 +
λ
4pi2
[
χLO(γ) +
λ
16pi2
χNLO(γ) + . . .
]
(5)
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Namely
χLO(γ) = 2Ψ(1)−Ψ(γ)−Ψ(1− γ) (6)
χNLO(γ) = Ψ
′′(γ) + Ψ′′(1− γ) + 6ζ3 − 2ζ2χLO(γ)− 2Φ(γ)− 2Ψ(1− γ) (7)
with
Φ(γ) = 2
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k+1
k + γ
β′(k + 1) β′(z) =
1
4
[
Ψ′
(
1 + z
2
)
−Ψ′
(z
2
)]
(8)
A general form of the strong coupling intercept was postulated to be
j(ν) = 2− 2 + 2ν
2
√
λ
(
1 +
∞∑
n=2
j˜n(ν
2)
λ(n−1)/2
)
(9)
with j˜n(ν
2) being a polynomial of order n − 2 [12]. Subsequently, it was
argued in [5], that j˜n(ν
2) should be a polynomial of order at most n/2. This
observation is in fact a direct consequence of the existence of an underlying
classical string solution. Namely, for a classical string solution both j and ν
should scale at most like
√
λ. If there would be terms of higher order than
n/2 this would clearly be impossible.
At strong coupling we know the expression up to λ−2 terms, as well as
the leading-ν term at λ−5/2 [5, 6]
j(ν) = 2− 2 + 2ν
2
√
λ
× (10)
×
(
1 +
1
2√
λ
+
−1
8
+ 3
2
ν2
λ
+
−1− 3ζ3 + (218 − 3ζ3)ν2
λ3/2
+
21
4
ν4 +O(ν2)
λ2
)
Let us now obtain the classical part of the strong coupling pomeron in-
tercept result (10). We will introduce
jcl ≡ j√
λ
νcl ≡ ν√
λ
(11)
Then the formula (10) gives
jcl = −2ν2cl − 3ν4cl −
21
2
ν6cl + . . . (12)
In the next two sections we will show how to reproduce this formula directly
from classical string solutions and how to generate many more terms beyond
those following from (10).
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3 The sl(2,C) subalgebra
A crucial step in identifying solutions relevant to the BFKL Hamiltonian is
the identification of an sl(2,C) subalgebra of the (complexified) conformal
group [13, 14]:
J0 =
1
2
(−iD +M12) J+ = 12(P1 − iP2) J− = 12(K1 + iK2) (13)
J¯0 =
1
2
(−iD −M12) J¯+ = 12(P1 + iP2) J¯− = 12(K1 − iK2) (14)
where the directions 12 indicate the transverse plane.
One should now look for eigenstates of J0, J¯0, which should correspond to
the eigenvalues h + m, h¯ + m′, respectively, for some integer m,m′. By (4),
this gives the following values for the charges:
−iD = 1 + 2iν +m+m′ M12 = n (15)
Another crucial identification, following from the relation between the
BFKL Hamiltonian and the boost operator in the longitudinal plane, reads [13]
j = −iM+− = −iM03 (16)
Therefore, one should look for solutions with nonzero D,M03,M12. However,
for simplicity we will restrict ourselves to the case of vanishing conformal
spin n = M12 = 0.
4 Folded string solutions in AdS3
The simplest example of a classical string solution with only two nonzero
conserved charges is the GKP folded string [15] which we briefly review below.
The GKP folded string
We start from the solution for the GKP folded string in AdS3 subspace as
parameterized in [16], which in embedding coordinates reads
Y0 = cosh ρ sinκt Y1 = sinh ρ cosωt Y3 = 0
Y5 = cosh ρ cosκt Y2 = sinh ρ sinωt Y4 = 0 (17)
and the Virasoro constraints relate the parameters κ, ω and function ρ as
ω =
2
pi
K(k2) κ = kω sinh ρ =
k√
1− k2 cn
(
ωσ +K(k2)
∣∣k2) (18)
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The only nonzero charges are equal to
E ≡ S50 =
√
λ
2
pi
k
1− k2E(k
2) (19)
S ≡ S12 =
√
λ
2
pi
(
1
1− k2E(k
2)−K(k2)
)
(20)
The physical range of k is the interval k ∈ (0, 1) which interpolates between
the limits of very short (k → 0) (small spin) and infintely long (k → 1) string
(large spin).
The BFKL folded string
As discussed above, we are interested in working with a configuration that
has nonzero S03, S54, and we can obtain one by reshuffling and complexifing
the embedding coordinates with respect to (17)
Y0 = −i sinh ρ sinωt Y3 = sinh ρ cosωt Y1 = 0
Y5 = cosh ρ cosκt Y4 = −i cosh ρ sinκt Y2 = 0 (21)
In the above, the embedding condition (ηABY
AY B = −1) is preserved, and
the Virasoro constraints take an identical form to the GKP case. We dub
this solution the BFKL folded string.
Now, the nonzero charges are
2ν = S54 = −i
√
λ
2
pi
k
1− k2E(k
2) (22)
ij = S03 = i
√
λ
2
pi
(
1
1− k2E(k
2)−K(k2)
)
(23)
where k = κ
ω
just as before, but we no longer have the physical motivation to
restrict this parameter to the real axis. Note that the form of the S54 charge
is consistent with the relation
L · 1
2
(P0 +K0) · L−1 = −iD (24)
in this case realised by SO(4, 2) rotations by pi
2
in the embedding space in
the planes 13, 02, and 04, or, in an unambiguous way, by
L = exp
pi
2
(
4
3
√
3
(M42 +M20 +M40) +M31
)
(25)
with Mab generators of the respective rotations.
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Figure 1: Plot of ImS54 (22) with marked points at which the function
vanishes.
The formulas (22)-(23) allow us to write out the classical intercept to
a priori arbitrary order, by expanding k as a series in νcl and substituting it
into the formula for jcl. The result
jcl = −2ν2cl − 3ν4cl −
21
2
ν6cl −
391
8
ν8cl −
8439
32
ν10cl + · · · (26)
notably agrees with the expansion (12).
To determine the locus of ‘physical’ k on the complex plane, we need
to turn to the reality conditions following from the sl(2,C) representation
theory, that is
S54 = 2ν ∈ R (27)
This condition is met for purely imaginary k, which is obvious when one
notes that then K(k2), E(k2) ∈ R. This is, however, not the most general
condition, as evidenced in a plot of ImS54 (see Fig. 1). Indeed there exist
curved paths of physical k that branch from the purely imaginary axis into
the complex plane and terminate at the singularities at k = ±1.
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Let us now describe in more detail the behaviour of ν. On the imaginary
axis in the upper half plane ν initialy rises from 0, reaches a maximum value
ν∗ and then falls off to a constant (
√
λ/pi) when k → +i∞. The intercept is
real and negative, has a minimum at ν = ν∗ and approches 0 as k → +i∞.
Of course, from the point of view of sl(2,C) representations we do not expect
to have any bound on ν. And indeed, as shown in Fig. 1, we find that real
ν > ν∗ are realized on a curved path of complex k. Surprisingly, the intercept
acquires an imaginary part there. Nevertheless, in what follows we will work
only with purely imaginary k as we are mainly interested in smaller values
of the intercept. However we find the whole structure and behaviour of the
classical strong coupling BFKL intercept unexpectedly subtle.
5 Algebraic curves and particle interpreta-
tion
The current paradigm of integrability for the spectral problem can be un-
derstood as a progression of three basic stages. Firstly, one can analyze a
particular operator/string state in terms of the Asymptotic Bethe Ansatz. At
this stage one can identify the momentum carrying Bethe roots with specific
particle content of the particular excited state of the string. In the second
stage, one can add the contribution of leading wrapping corrections through
Lu¨scher formulas. In these formulas, the particle content is still explicit.
Finally, in the exact TBA/FiNLIE formulations which resum all multiple
wrapping terms, the notion of particle content still plays a fundamental role
as specifying driving terms in the integral equations (or equivalently some
specific analytical properties of the relevant functions entering the equations).
For this reason, the question of particle content of a particular string
solution becomes very important. However this is especially mysterious if
one analyses BFKL physics. There, there are two continuous charges which
appear naturally – j and ν. It is very difficult to imagine how this can be
realized in terms of a multi-particle state with a definite (integer) number of
excitations characteristic of an integrable worldsheet theory.
In fact, the above puzzle was the main motivation for undertaking the
present investigation. Of course, the notion of deducing the multiparticle
state corresponding to a given classical solution is far from trivial. For the
question even to make sense, we have to deal with an integrable QFT. Fortu-
nately this is the case here. However, since the theory is nonlinear, extracting
the particle picture is still not trivial. The way this can be done is to use the
algebraic curve construction of classical string solutions which can be viewed
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as some kind of ‘nonlinear Fourier transform’ of the classical solution.
Within the algebraic curve construction (also known as finite-gap con-
struction), the branch cuts of the algebraic curve correspond to the location
of Bethe roots of the Asymptotic Bethe Ansatz, which in turn correspond to
excitations of the string. Moreover, we can identify the momenta and ener-
gies of elementary string excitations forming the classical string solution. In
the next section we will show how the ‘BFKL folded string’ solution found
earlier can be embedded into the algebraic curve construction. We will then
identify the branch cuts and energies and momenta of the constituents.
Before turning to the concrete examples, let us make here some general
comments. First, we will recall — and adapt to our setting — the introduc-
tion of the particle density. This is of course very well known (see [17, 18, 19]),
but due to some subtle differences (like lack of any charge on the S5) it is
convenient for us to review the formulas here.
Let us start with the Bethe ansatz equations, given here for the sl(2)
sector [20]:
(
x+k
x−k
)J
=
M∏
j=1
j 6=k
(
x+k − x−j
x−k − x+j
)−1 1− g2
x+k x
−
j
1− g2
x−k x
+
j
σ2(xk, xj) (28)
with the usual shorthands of xj = x(uj), x
±
j = x(uj ± i2), where σ is the
dressing phase and the spectral variable x is related to the Bethe roots by
the Zhukovsky transformation
u(x) = x+
g2
x
(29)
In the typical setting, the roots are rescaled with J , but in our case this
charge equals 0 from the outset (so the left-hand side is trivial). Instead, as
we work in the strong coupling limit, the variables are rescaled by g. The
leading order of the logarithm of the Bethe equation reads
2ipin =
i
g
K∑
j=1
j 6=k
−2xkxj(xkxj − 1)
(x2k − 1)(x2j − 1)(xk − xj)
(30)
or, in the continuum limit, integrating along all cuts,
pin =
1
g
−
∫ −xx′(xx′ − 1)ρ(u′)du′
(x2 − 1)(x′2 − 1)(x− x′) (31)
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where du′ = (1 − 1
(x′)2 )dx
′ and we have introduced a density of roots in the
u variable. For cuts symmetric under x→ −x, the above equation simplifies
to give
pin = −1
g
−
∫
2ρ(u′)xdx′
x2 − x′2 (32)
In the above formulas, the density ρ(u) is normalized in the following way:∫
ρ(u)du = K (33)
where the number of roots K coincides with the spin. Care is necessary when
the roots are complex. Then obviously ρ(u)du is real (and positive) along
the cut.
Let us now compare the preceding formulas to the ones following from the
algebraic curve construction. The basic algebraic curve approach does not
determine the exact location of the cuts, except of course for their endpoints.
The unimodularity condition
p(x− ) + p(x+ ) = 2npi (34)
does not fix it either: we are free to flip the sign of the square root of dp
over some area, i.e. partially bordered by the cut. In order to determine the
position of the cut, one identifies the algebraic curve counterpart of (33) and
imposes the condition that the resulting ρ(u)du is real along the cut.
Using the asymptotics of the pseudomomentum [18]
p(x ≈ 0) = 2pi(S − E)√
λ
x+ · · · p(x ≈ ∞) = 2pi(S + E)√
λx
+ · · · (35)
and integrating p(x)du anticlockwise around the cuts∮
C
p(x)du =
∮
C
p(x)
(
1− 1
x2
)
dx (36)
and deforming the contour C to encircle x = 0 and x =∞ one obtains∫
disc p du =
(∮
0
+
∮
∞
)
p(x)
(
1− 1
x2
)
dx
= 2pii(−2pi(S − E)− 2pi(S + E))/
√
λ = −8pi2iS/
√
λ (37)
Comparing the above equation with (33), one can identify the discontinuity
of p with the particle density in the u variable:
ρ =
√
λ
−8pi2i disc p (38)
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The location of the cuts will then follow from the reality of ρ(u)du defined
in the above way.
For completeness, let us recall how to determine the energies and mo-
menta of the constituent particles. Under assumption that the momenta
scale as p = P/g, the leading g →∞ term gives the following relation:
u =
√
1 + 4P 2
P
(39)
leading to the expression for the momentum
P (x) =
x
x2 − 1 (40)
Inserting the result in the dispersion relation
(p) =
√
1 + 16g2 sin2 p
2
(41)
gives the magnon energy in the above limit
(x) =
x2 − 1
x2 + 1
(42)
Indeed, using the asymptotic properties (35) one easily verifies that∫
ρ(x)(x) du =
∫
ρ(x)
x2 + 1
x2
dx = E (43)
again integrating along all cuts.
6 Algebraic curve analysis
The aim of this section is to identify the particle content of the BFKL folded
string from the algebraic curve construction. In particular we would like to
find the location of the branch cuts for physical values of k determined in
section 4 (at least for ν < ν∗). We will start by discussing the case of the
GKP folded string, where the answer is well known, before proceeding to
study the BFKL folded string.
6.1 The GKP folded string
As argued in [22], the GKP folded string is described by the following quasi-
momentum2:
dp =
Ax2 +B
(x2 − 1)√(x2 − 1)(x2 − a2)dx (44)
2Note that here J = 0. Although the conserved charges are smooth in J , the pseudo-
momentum dp cannot be obtained directly as a limit J → 0 of the known J > 0 expression.
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The cuts between the sheets extends between 1 and (real) a, as well as
between −1,−a (see Fig. 2), and the energy and spin can be extracted from
the asymptotic behaviour described in [18], which in this case amounts to
p(x ≈ 0) = −B
a
x+ · · · p(x ≈ ∞) = A
x
+ · · · (45)
The parameters A,B can be fixed by computing the A-cycle, B-cycle,
and Γ-contour (see [18]) integrals of dp, which, for any algebraic curve, are
respectively defined along contours encircling any given cut, linking two cuts,
and linking a cut with infinity. In our case, which consists of just two cuts,
the A-cycle can be deformed to a contour along the imaginary axis closed
off by an infinite semi-circle at either side. The integral corresponding to
the latter part of the contour vanishes, therefore the A-period is equal to the
integral of dp along the imaginary axis that evaluates to∮
A
dp =
2i
a2 − 1
(−(A+B)E(1− a2) + (a2A+B)K(1− a2)) (46)
This expression is required to vanish, yielding an expression for one of the
coefficients.
The B-cycle can be deformed to pass through infinity, therefore splitting
to a sum of two Γ-contours. They in turn will be identical due to evenness
of dp. We need to evaluate just one of them, and we start with the result of
symbolic integration of dp:
p(x) = −(A+B)x
a2 − 1 ·
√
x2 − a2√
x2 − 1
+ 1
a(a2−1)
(
a2(A+B)E(arcsinx| 1
a2
) + (1− a2)BF (arcsinx| 1
a2
)
)
(47)
The Γ-contour is now equal to the value of this function at any point of the
cut, and it is quite easy to manipulate at x = a, where the first term van-
ishes. After applying several identities for elliptic integrals, most notably the
Legendre relation (see [23]), as well as the condition obtained from vanishing
of (46), we arrive at the result∫
Γ
dp = p(a) =
pi
2
· A
E(1− a2)−K(1− a2) = pin (48)
This equation, and the vanishing of the A-period, allows us to fix both coef-
ficients A and B in terms of the position of the branch point a. We obtain
E =
√
λ
n
2pi
a− 1
a
(
aE(1− 1
a2
) +K(1− 1
a2
)
)
(49)
S =
√
λ
n
2pi
a+ 1
a
(
aE(1− 1
a2
)−K(1− 1
a2
)
)
(50)
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1 a
Figure 2: Position of cuts for the GKP regime, a is real and larger than 1.
reproducing a special case of the expressions deduced in [24]. These formulas
allow us to link the algebraic curve parameter a (location of the branch
point) with the parameter k appearing in the classical solution of section 4,
in terms of which we have expressed the physicality conditions. Indeed these
formulas can be matched (for n = 1) with (19)-(20) using a (descending)
Landen transformation
a =
1 + k
1− k (51)
Consequently, since in this case k ∈ (0, 1), a is a real number greater than 1.
It is straightforward to check that the reality condition for ρ(u)du are satisfied
for the cuts being the interval (1, a) and its mirror image.
6.2 The BFKL folded string
Since the BFKL folded string amounts just to a reshuffling and complexifica-
tion of the embedding coordinates of the GKP folded string, the preceeding
discussion will follow through, together with the relation for the branch point
a =
1 + k
1− k (52)
Now, however, the physical values of k are (for 0 ≤ ν ≤ ν∗) purely imaginary
and thus a will have unit modulus3, allowing a guess that in this case the
cuts will lie on the unit circle, as shown in Fig. 3.
To verify this, we need to impose reality conditions on the density ρ(u)du.
Indeed one can check that on the unit circle disc p is purely imaginary, while
du is obviously real (parametrizing the unit circle as x = eiφ) thus satisfying
the reality condition. Note that this location of the branch cut leads to purely
imaginary energies and momenta of the constituent magnons.
3A convenient parametrization is k = i tanα/2, which leads to a = eiα.
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1a = eiα
Figure 3: Position of cuts for the BFKL regime, a lies on the unit circle.
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Figure 4: The integrand of (54), i.e. ρ(eiφ)du
dφ
/
√
λ, for α = 3
2
and φ ∈ [0, α].
Let us finally express ν and the intercept j in terms of integrals of some
real density. By comparing pairwise (19)-(20) and (22)-(23), we can refor-
mulate the p asymptotics as follows:
p(x ≈ 0) = 2pi(j − 2iν)√
λ
x+ · · · p(x ≈ ∞) = 2pi(j + 2iν)√
λx
+ · · · (53)
The density integrals evaluate thus to
√
λ
−8pi2i
∫
disc p du = −
√
λ
2pi2
∫ α
0
Im p(eiφ)(1− e−2iφ)ieiφdφ = j ∈ R (54)
√
λ
−8pi2i
∫
disc p  du = −
√
λ
2pi2
∫ α
0
Im p(eiφ)(1 + e−2iφ)ieiφdφ = 2iν ∈ iR (55)
The integrand of the former is plotted in Fig. 4.
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One can also numerically verify the continuum Bethe equations (32).
Thus on the classical level there does not seem to be a problem with a
particle description of the BFKL folded string solution. There is just one
subtlety. The normalization of the density to the spin as in (33) suggests
that the particle density is in this case negative definite. This might indicate
a need for some kind of continuum Baxter equation interpretation, however
the difference seems so minor that it could be undone by redefining the
quantum numbers carried by elementary magnons (recall that we are not
in the standard sl(2) sector now but in a reshuffled/complexified version).
Classical considerations are not enough to unambigously settle this issue.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have used the identification between quantum numbers of
the BFKL pomeron and specific charges of the complexified conformal group
to bypass the neccessity of performing analytical continuation of anomalous
dimensions of specific operators in order to study high energy scattering
physics.
In the strong coupling regime, we have identified classical string solutions
with the relevant conserved charges. We have restricted ourselves, for simplic-
ity, to the case of zero conformal spin where the results could be cross checked
with the results obtained using analytical continuation of anomalous dimen-
sions of twist-2 operators. However the same methods could be applied to
the case of nonzero conformal spin, where it is not known a priori what is the
precise class of operators which would be linked by analytical continuation.
In addition, other non-leading string solutions might be the counterparts of
compound multi-reggeized gluon states. For these other states the link with
anomalous dimensions of specific operators is unknown as well.
The relevant classical solution for vanishing conformal spin – the BFKL
folded string – is a very close cousin of the well known GKP folded string.
It immediately reproduces the classical part of the strong coupling pomeron
intercept. Our main focus, however, was on investigating the integrable
properties of this solution and its particle-like description. We have analyzed
the algebraic curve construction of this solution and identified the locations
of the cuts which, for a wide range of parameters, lie on two arcs on the
unit circle. The solution is consistent with a real density of particles (at
the classical level, its sign could be perhaps absorbed in a redefinition of the
charges of the elementary magnons), so at the classical level the integrable
description of this solution does not exibit any marked pathologies. This is
in contrast to the weak coupling case, where the Baxter equation description
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is very nonstandard [10].
There are numerous avenues for further research. Firstly, one could in-
vestigate more general solutions with nonzero conformal spin and find the
classical intercept in these cases. Secondly, it would be very interesting to
perform a short string limit along the lines of [24, 25]. Finally, the direct
algebraic curve description of a classical solution relevant for BFKL might
be useful in formulating a Y-system approach.
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A Notation
F,K, and E are the standard elliptic integrals. For complete integrals, we use
the ‘Mathematica’ notation, in which the argument is squared with respect
to the most traditional one, i.e. E(k2) = E(pi
2
|k2). cn is one of the Jacobi
elliptic functions.
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